Dolphins & Teleportation Symposium
Extraordinary revelations and personal experiences of Time Travel, dolphins and our evolving paradigm for 2012 in harmony with Earth.
Kona, Hawaii
June 19 - 24, 2011

You are invited to join us for 6 days and 5 nights on the Big Island of Hawaii to celebrate Time Travel experiences and dolphin contact at the beautiful oceanfront King Kamehameha Kona Beach Hotel in Kona, Hawaii with:

- Andrew D. Basiago: Time traveler with DARPA, author, attorney, Director of the Mars Anomaly Research Society (MARS); Discovery of Life on Mars.
- Alfred Lambremont Webre, JD, M Ed: futurist, author, Martians on Earth, Founder of Exopolitics, presenting intelligent civilizations in the multi-verse.
- Laura Magdalene Eisenhower: brilliant teacher, Mars recruit/divine feminine/Sophia.
- Jean-Luc Bozzoli: Interspatial visionary artist, Symposium host.

Join us as we share documented experiences of:
Forty years of physical Time Travel to multiple locations including our Past and our Future; definitive proof of time travel with interstellar civilizations, including slides of life forms on Mars; details of the terrain from the witnesses and also the actual visitations to past events such as the Civil War, signing of the Declaration of Independence, Lincoln’s Gettysburg address, Martians on Earth and visiting the future; and the actual encounter with the holographic Matrix that oversees our planet.
We will swim among free dolphins in the warm ocean waters (optional) and learn about the dolphins’ vertical intervention, aka Windows in Time; focusing on teleportation, changing time lines; E.T. Contact; quantum merging; heart opening, cell activating, soul leadership, Geomancy; Gaia and Sophia; meditation; mysticism and physics with logic and wisdom; Alternative 4 - the peaceful reality we are choosing to create; spanning Galactic Peace to World Peace.

Listening to the fascinating life experiences of our speakers and sitting in circle with them, you will feel the loving energy in the room, elevating the Light of our mutual new awareness with our speakers and each other. Their story is one of synchronicity and divine guidance. Living in different parts of the northern hemisphere, these people were unexpectedly brought together to complete a specific task of revealing galactic civilizations other than our own, to Earth’s population. Their story of how they came together and what they were tasked to do, will amaze, inspire and then comfort you. It is a reminder of the greater world that works within us in a benevolent way when we are willing to step forward without fear of reprisals, and without prejudice and judgment. We will learn what is ahead in our wonderful new understanding of higher conscious with Gaia and beyond.

Each registrant will receive (included in the registration cost):
One of Joan Ocean’s books detailing the role of our highly intelligent dolphins and whales; and their relationship to humanity and Earth.
The book will be provided at Registration on Day One.
**Registration Cost:** $1550. with double occupancy lodging at the beautiful, oceanfront King Kamehameha’s Kona Beach Resort Hotel. – the location of the Symposium.

$1215. without lodging.

**How to Register:**
1.) Register on Line at our website. [http://www.joanocean.com/Seminars.html](http://www.joanocean.com/Seminars.html)
2.) Contact Dolphin Connection office to pay by credit card (Master card or Visa)
   Toll Free in USA: 888-755-7750
   Phone & Fax: 808-323-8000 (Please leave a message)
   Email: [joan@joanocean.com](mailto:joan@joanocean.com)
3.) Pay by check mailed to:
   Dolphin Connection – Joan Ocean
   P.O. Box 102
   Captain Cook, Hawaii 96704 USA

If you pay by check, please fill out and return the Registration Form (below) with your payment.

**Cancellation Policy:**
If you must cancel, please notify us in writing by email or by mailing us a note to our Post Office Box. All of your payments will be refunded minus a $100. cancellation fee.

**Location:** The **Dolphins and Teleportation Symposium** will be held at the beautiful King Kamehameha Kona Beach Hotel located in the oceanside resort town of Kailua-Kona, Big Island, Hawaii.

Double occupancy lodging is included in the registration cost if you are paying $1550. Another person, who is also attending the Symposium will share the room with you. To request a Private Room the cost is: $350. additional.

**Services of the Hotel**
King Kamehameha's Kona Beach Hotel offers a wide range of services and facilities. The all-new rooms feature luxurious bath & body products, hair dryers, irons and ironing boards, as well as flat screen TV's, complimentary Kona coffee and coffee makers, mini refrigerators and complimentary wireless Internet. In addition we have a pool and whirlpool spa, sauna, Hawaiian Lu'au, beauty salon, valet laundry and dry cleaning, launderette, parking, convenience store, air-conditioned mall shops, Guest Services Desk and Activity Desk.

If you prefer to arrive a day or two earlier than the beginning of the Symposium, or would like to stay longer after the Symposium, the King Kamehameha (Ka-may-ha-may-ha) Hotel offers a discounted rate for you. For those extra days, contact the Hotel directly and let them know you are with the Joan Ocean-Dolphin Symposium Group.
Our Hotel Address

King Kamehameha's Kona Beach Hotel
75-5660 Palani Road
Kailua-Kona, Hawaii, 96740
Telephone: (808) 329-2911 - Front Desk
Facsimile: (808) 329-4602

SYMPOSIUM Dates: June 19, 20, 21, 22, 23 and 24, 2011 (Sunday to Friday)

Registration takes place at 1 PM in the BALLROOM Reception Area of the Lobby.

Schedule: Final Schedule will be distributed to you at the Registration desk.

Sunday, June 19, 2011
1:00 PM to 2:00 PM - Registration in the Ballroom Reception Area
2:00 PM to 5:00 PM – Ballroom meeting: Introduction to the Symposium by Joan Ocean
7:30 PM to 9:30 PM – Confirmed Speakers

Monday, June 20, Tuesday, June 21, Wednesday, June 22, and Thursday, June 23, 2011
Mornings for swimming, relaxing, sun bathing and meeting the dolphins
2:00 PM to 9:30 PM – Confirmed Speakers

Friday, June 24, 2011 - 10:00 to noon – Summation and Closing.

THE SYMPOSIUM INCLUDES:

- 5 nights and 6 days at the beautiful King Kamehameha Beach Hotel, sacred grounds located oceanside in the tropical village of Kailua-Kona. The accommodations are Double Occupancy. If you would like a private room the additional cost for the week is US$350.
- Close, personal time with our keynote speakers. They are fellow time travelers on our historic path to enlightenment.
- A morning at the Beach to practice Snorkeling.
- Two days on the boat to swim among dolphins.
- Presentations, films, slides, NASA photographs of Life on Mars, dolphins, whales, contact meditations, fascinating discussions with the Speakers each day and new friendships with international people attending this Symposium.
Registration Form to accompany your check in the US (posted) mail.

Name: ________________________________________

Address: _____________________________________________________________

Phone: ________________________

Email: ________________________

I am registering for the DOLPHINS AND TELEPORTATION SYMPOSIUM
       June 19 – 24, 2011 in Kona, Hawaii

Enclosed is my check for :  Deposit ($400.) ___
                           Total Fee ($1550.) ___

Check # _______________ Date _____________________

Thank You!

Mail to: Dolphin Connection – P O Box 102 – Captain Cook – Hawaii 96704 - USA